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                                     SECURITY: what is and what should be 

In the last several weeks we met in the course SSS 923 seminar on national security policy. On 
the strength of the course outline we can canvassed issues and addressed views arising from 
the interaction in the classes.  

I began with methodological issues in security and security studies in Nigeria. I noted that 
security and security studies had problems that required identifying and resolving in order to 
make sense of security and security studies in Nigeria. I identified these problems and 
proceeded to providing solutions. The solutions were the subject of the second issue on the 
course outline – security and security studies framework – security: a policy note for Nigeria.  

I informed the class that understanding the first two themes on the course outline was the 
foundation for appreciating and understanding my intervention on security and security 
studies in Nigeria.  

Let me maintain that unless and until you study the methodological issues in security and 
security studies and the frameworks I constructed for resolving them, you will not 
understand the direction I provide for security and security studies in Nigeria.  

There is a sense in which the class members are finding it difficult to let go of what they think 
they know on “security.”This is evident in the class’s resistance. As I repeatedly observed in 
the classes, this particular knowledge was not learnt in the four wall of class. If it was, it was 
not the conventional class focused on Nigeria.  

Indeed the type of knowledge they learned come with expiry date. It was knowledge that 
expired after 35 years and/or 60 years of age whichever comes first for public servants.It was 
knowledge directed for a purpose. After which the purveyor of this knowledge becomes 
irrelevant and useless to self and society. The learned knowledge is thus not sustainable 
knowledge. The last twenty two years of Nigeria is evidence that this security knowledge is 
not sustainable.  

In the face of mounting empirical evidence arising from the issues canvassed based on the 
first two themes of the course outline on the one hand and the extra analysis provided in the 
weekly issues emerging from the classes and addressed on the other hand, there is every need 
for this resistance to begin to shift. This is the essence of enrolling in a school.  

To this end, there is need to begin to engage the issuesbedvilling what “security”is today 
within the known unknown and unexamined knowledge and resource available to members 
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of the class. This is in order to begin to cause shift in theoretical and practical orientation 
toward what security should be. I teach what “security” is and what security should be and I 
have engaged both on the theoretical and practical level in my engagements in and outside 
the class. 

I have caused the shift for me long time ago – long before the Security Studies Unit was 
created in 2015. While I have acknowledged and will always acknowledge the presence of this 
“security” that still is in my entire engagements, its purpose, for me, is now to justify the 
security that should be.  

I expend time and resource (researching, writing, teaching and advocacy) working toward the 
attainment of this end for the security that should be using the “security” that is as the 
means.  

So, if i use “security challenge” in the course of discourse, in what contexts – what “security”is 
and what security should be – am I using the term? I can use this in both contexts depending 
on the environment – the classroom and/or outside the classroom.  

I will cite another recent and familiar example to many in this class for that which it represent 
to knowledge – known unknown and unexamined knowledge. This is not to say that the first 
example is not familiar. After all we use “security challenge” every other day within the 
known unknown and unexamined framework.  

I saw a post on security budget represented by two bottles. The first bottle had few coins and 
it was labeled Security Budget. The second bottle was filled with coins and was labeled Security 
Budget after an incident. Where would you situate the two bottles in the context of the title 
of the piece – Security: what “security” is and what security should be? 

According to the text that accompanied the bottles: “security should be a priority for the 
government and organisations, so its budget needs to be treated as an emergency 
management principle, that is Prepare, Plan, Respond and Recover (PPRR) to enable them 
not to be caught clueless leading towards any incident. “It concluded: “therefore, it is better 
to do something and nothing happens, than do nothing and something goes wrong.” 

The bottle metaphor and the passage require the class’s analysis within the title of this article 
Security: what security is and what security should be”. 
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The issue of causing change or shift in the thinking on security in the contexts of what 
“security” is and what security should be came up occasionally in the classes we have had and 
in particular in the last class. Several strategies were canvassed by members to push this agenda 
forward and in the strategies I was central in it.  

I recalled my response was that the class members’ needs to educate self convincingly to be in 
the position to distinguish between what “security” is and what security should be. It is a 
recruitment drive that will take time and resources some of which the class acknowledged it 
possessed. I drew attention to the immense capacity for resistance from those that stood to 
lose in the process. I noted that this resistance was evident in this class.  

The place to begin the appreciation of the new knowledge on security and security studies is 
to begin with self and then the recruitment of others. It is to begin to put into practice what 
was learnt and will be learned on “security” and security on the one hand and on the other 
hand on security studies. The next line of the engagement following the end of the class work 
is the opportunity to put this into practice in the writing of the thesis.  

In this two issues will dominate: security and security studies. The students will not only take 
up the issue of what “security” is and what security should be in Nigeria. The student will 
deploy known novel tools on security studies and improvise new tools of security studies to 
study security.  

In both instances, methodological issues on security and security studies in Nigeria and 
security: a policy note for Nigeria will present the Nigerian perspective to complement the 
non-Nigerians perspective on security and security studies.  

It is important that the student depart from thefamiliar and failing terrain of coining topic 
first and proceeding to look for problem in the society to fit the topic. The approach that 
work is to observe – this should have been the practice among every student – the 
environment and make the issues in the environment the basis for coining topic for research. 

Since the thesis is on Nigeria and about Nigeria, the student will make the decision to stay 
with what “security” is and/or what security should be. This decision will make or mar 
security and security studies in Nigeria. 


